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Separation tools for 

electrospray mass spectrometry

- Liquid Chromatography



Introduction to Chromatography 

Definition
Chromatography is a separation technique based on the different interactions of compounds

with two phases, a mobile phase and a stationary phase, as the compounds travel through a

supporting medium.

Components:
mobile phase: a solvent that flows through the supporting medium

stationary phase: a layer or coating on the supporting medium that interacts with the analytes

supporting medium: a solid surface on which the stationary phase is bound or coated





Theory of Chromatography
I. Typical response obtained by chromatography (i.e., a chromatogram):

chromatogram - intensity vs. elution time

Wh

Wb

Where:
tR = retention time
tM = void time
Wb = baseline width of the peak in time units
Wh = half-height width of the peak in time units

Inject



II. Solute Retention:

Capacity factor (k’): more universal measure of retention, determined from tR or VR.

k’ = (tR –tM) / tM or

k’ = (VR –VM) / VM

k’ =
moles Astationary phase

moles Amobile phase

k’ is directly related to the strength of the interaction between a solute with the stationary
and mobile phases.



A simple example relating k’ to the interactions of a solute in a column is illustrated for partition 
chromatography:

A (mobile phase) A (stationary phase)
KD

where: KD = equilibrium constant for the distribution of A between the mobile phase and stationary phase

Assuming local equilibrium at the center of the chromatographic peak:

k’ =
[A]stationary phase Volumestationary phase

[A]mobile phase Volumemobile phase

k’ =  KD

Volumestationary phase

Volumemobile phase

As KD increases, interaction of the solute with the stationary phase becomes more favorable and the solute’s 
retention (k’) increases



III. Efficiency: is related experimentally to a solute’s peak width.

Wh

Estimate  from peak widths, 
assuming Gaussian shaped peak:

Wb = 4

Wh = 2.354

Number of theoretical plates (N)

N = (tR / )2

or for a Gaussian shaped peak

N = 16 (tR / Wb)2

N = 5.54 (tR / Wh)2



The larger the value of N is for a column, the better the column
- the better the ability to resolve solutes that have small differences in retention

- N is independent of solute retention

- N is dependent on the length of the column

Plate height or height equivalent of a theoretical plate (H or HETP)

H = L / N
where: L = column length, N = number of theoretical plates for the column

H can be also used to relate various chromatographic parameters (e.g., flow rate, particle size, etc.) to the

kinetic processes that give rise to peak broadening



Why Do Bands Spread?
a. Eddy diffusion (multiple Paths)

b. Stationary phase mass transfer

c. Longitudinal diffusion



a) Eddy diffusion – multiple flow paths through a packed column.



b) Stationary phase mass transfer (equilibrium factor)



c) Longitudinal diffusion



Number of theoretical plates (N) = 5.54 (tR / Wh)2 = L / H

Smaller H  better separation

Van Deemter equation: 

 optimum



IV. Measures of Solute Separation:

Separation factor () = k’2/k’1 k’ = (tR –tM)/tM
where: k’1 = the capacity factor of the first solute

k’2 = the capacity factor of the second solute, with k’2 > k’1

A value of   1.1 is usually indicative of a good separation

Does not consider the effect of column efficiency or peak widths, only retention.



Resolution (RS) – resolution between two peaks is how well two peaks are separated:

Rs > 1.5 represents baseline resolution, or complete 
separation of two neighboring solutes  ideal case.

Rs > 1.0 considered adequate for most separations.

	 ∝ 	 	∝ 		 ,  ( 	 )
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IV. Peak capacity

Defined as number of peaks that can be separated within a retention window; thus peak capacity 

can be simply the gradient run time divided by the average peak width
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IV. Peak capacity

Anal. Chem., 2002, 74 (16), pp 4235–4249
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Summary: how to improve LC separation power ?

,  ( )

1. Increase column length
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Summary: how to improve LC separation power ?

2. Decrease column diameter

,  ( )
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I = bdc
-2

75 μm 50μm

30 μm 15μm

100 ng of a yeast soluble protein tryptic digest 

Anal. Chem., 2002, 74 (16), pp 4235–4249
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Summary: how to improve LC separation power ?

,  ( )

3. Smaller particle
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Summary: how to improve LC separation power ?

,  ( )

4. Core-shell particle
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Beyond HPLC (high performance LC): 
Ultra performance LC (UPLC)

High pressure  allow to use smaller particle, long column, narrower column 

 high performance

HPLC  =< 400 bar, 6000 psi 

UPLC (or UHPLC) >= 690 bar, 10000 psi

Recently, UHPLC w/ 1500 bar (22000 psi) of capacity has been released
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History of chromatography

Chromato + graphy = color + writing

Mikhail Tsvet

M. Tswett, Ber. Dtsch. Botan. Ges., 24, 384–393 (1906)

Adsorption chromatography
Stationary phase = solid (CaCO3)

Mobile phase = liquid (CS2)
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History of chromatography : partition chromatography
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History of chromatography : partition chromatography

1. Paper chromatography 2. Thin layer chromatography
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Partition chromatography
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Schematic representation of the position of the purines and pyrimidines

Chargaff’s rule

Erwin Chargaff
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Insulin sequencing
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Insulin sequencing

Biochem J. 1951 Sep; 49(4): 481–490
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Stanley L Miller

Miller–Urey experiment

Science 117 (3046): 528–9, 1953
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History of chromatography : 
reversed phase chromatography

 Until ~ 1970s, a hydrophilic solid support (silica or alumina) was used as a 

stationary phase  called “normal phase chromatography”

 A technique using alkyl chains covalently bonded to the solid support 

created a hydrophobic stationary phase  reversed phase chromatography
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Reversed phase chromatography : impact !

 Mobile solvent: organic  aqueous !! ($$$  $)

 Amphiphilic molecules can be easily separated: PEPTIDE

 Electrospray-friendly (volatile organic solvent)



Other types of Liquid Chromatography:

Adsorption chromatography  Affinity chromatography
Partition chromatography Size-exclusion chromatography
Ion-exchange chromatography
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Separation tools for 

electrospray mass spectrometry

- Capillary Electrophoresis
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Capillary electrophoresis mass spectrometry (CE-MS)
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Sheath liquid-less CE-MS


